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Abstract. Four FreeFlyingMagnetometers
(FFMs) flewonthe
Enstro hy soundingrocket
launched on February 10, 1999 from Poker Flats Resewch Ran e. Each of t ese F " s is a highly
cf
integrated"sensorcraft",containingtheirown
data, attitudeetermination,
telecom,andpower
systems in addition to a small3-axismagnetometer. All ofthiswas fit into a package a little
bigger than a hockey puck and weighed
- less than 250 grams. The FFM technology development
tagE was fundedby NASNJPL.
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INTRODUCTION
The Enstrophymissionwasproposedjointly
by the University of New Hampshire, Cornel1
University, and JPL to NASA In response to
theSpacePhysicsNRA
of 1996 (PI:Prof.
Kristina Lynch). Its goal was to make multiplepoint measurements of the magnetic fieldin the
northern auroral zone via four small free flying
sensorcrafts.
results
The
of
these
measurementshavebeenused
to calculate
magnetic-field-aligned
current
density
along
the rockettrajectory.
The missiontechnical
ob'ective was the proof of concept of the JPL
design. The scientificgoalwastostudy
the structure of small-scale current systems in
the night side auroral region.

FFh/l

Thisaper will describetherealization of the
first
sensorcraft as intended for a specific
NASA
mission.
Details
related
the
to
Enstrophy
scientific
mission
itsand
achievements will be reported in the future [ 131.
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Figure-1 FFM Flight Unit
I

DESIGN
The Free-Flying
Magnetometer
sensorcraft
of the
wasdesigned for the s ecificneeds
EnstrophJ
mission.
€5)-x h of the FFMs
contame a miniaturized
3-axis
1 nanoTesla
ate magnetometer that was sampled
(nT)-70 Additionally
z.
the
FFMs were
at

designedtominimizemagneticsignatureand
itseffectonthemagnetometer.
The FFMs
designallowedtheprecisemeasurementsof
F" flightpath
themagneticfieldalongthe
required to determine the current density that
was the goal of the Enstrophy mission.
Each
of
the
FFMs containedthefluxgate
magnetometer,
integrated
data & power

fluxE
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Figure-2 FFM Block Diagram

The ADC that was used in the FFM was a high
resolution22-bit4-channelADC
that was
sampledat 70Hz. Channels 1-3 oftheADC
were connected to the magnetometer X, Y,
and Z outputs. Channel 4 was connected to a
multiplexer connected to eight
engineering
data sensors. Four
of
these sensors were
temperature sensors. The temperature sensors
weremounted on the ma netometer core,
magnetometer PCB,the TC 0, and the fourth
wasmountedontheanalogboard
in the
vicinityoftheADC.
There were four other
sensorsthatmonitored three supply voltages
and a voltage baseline.

system, two sun sensors, a laser
beacon,
Lithium
Chloride
batteries
and
an S-band
transmitter. This
section
will describe
the
FFM design in detail,
how
they
were
mechanically
integrated
release
and
the
mechanism.

FFM Integrated Data Subsystem

a

The FFM data subsystem design encompassed
both analog and digital electronics as well as
FFM
power regulationandmanagement.The
data subsystemwas centered around a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) that
controlled all of the functions of the FFM. The
FPGAused for the FFM was a 13000-gate
lastic
packa
e (Xilinx,
count chi
XC4013-E5.This
in PGA
a sample
I?
thedigital
sun sensors andanalog to digital converter
(ADC), controlled the
power
system,
and
formatted andencodedthe
data packetsthat
were
sent
by the RF subsystem. A block
diagram of the data system is shown in Figure2.

The data from sun sensors and the ADC was
stored in a 4 Mbit SRAM that stored the 2547
framesof data generated during each data
acquisitiodtransmission cycle. Each frame
contained a frame ID, time tag, FFM unique
ID, sunsensor data, engineering sensor data,
and themostsinificant
17-bitsof data from
channels 1-3 oft e ADC.

(f

a

Powerforthe FFM wassupplied by 4 highcapacity LiSOCI:! batteries
that
supported
2
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more than 1.5 hours life span for a FFM unit.
Typicaldimensions oftheLTC-3
12 (Ea le
Plcher Industries, Inc. 171) battery were 2 . 5 x
17.5 x 37.1 mm. Thesebatterieswerechosen
for their long shelf life (-3% degradatiordyear)
andhigh energy density.Thevoltagesfrom
the batteries were
regulated
by linear
regulators to the voltages required by each of
the subsystems. The power was controlled by
the FPGA via solid state switches.

side with the opposite endplatelookinginto
coldsky. The calculationsshowedthatnear
final
thermal
confi
uration
with
the
magnetometer top PC% thermally isolated
from the core (starting at initial temperature of
250 C) and countin power dissipatrons of the
FFM subsystems, t e thermal gradient across
the top PCB is less than -4" C reducing to -20
C when magnetometer top PCBisthermally
connected to the core.

FFM Miniaturized Fluxgate Magnetometer

of the FFM
One of thebiggestchallenges
projectwasintegration
of lrve electronics in
close vicinity of a sensitive magnetometer. Our
goal was to limit total DC interference of the
on the
electronicsandpackagingmaterials
magnetometer to <1 nT. All electronics
components werescreenedforlowmagnetic
signature. We avoided ceramic packages with
FW connectors and
Kovar
leads,
most
semirigid
cables,
large
and
capacitors
containing Niin theirmetal electrodes. Nonmagnetic A-286 steel was used in construction
of the sun-sensor body. All electronic
components weredegaussedbefore soldering
onto the boards. The electronic boards were
also degaussed
before
final
assembly.
DC
magnetic fields of major current carryin traces
on the 3334 digital and analog boar cf s were
of the magnetometer
calculatedatposition
core. Careful routing oftraceswasmade
to
minimize the interference. Calculations showed
that the overall effect must be below 1 nT. In
principle, constant magnetic
DC field
generated by the current traces m thelayout
its
effect
is
can be calibrated out and

i

A miniaturized
3-axis
high
field
fluxgate
FFM.
magnetometer wasdevelopedforthe
The magnetometer consisted of one toroidal
core (with coil windings forX and Y axes) and
one racetrack shaped core placed in the middle
of the toroidal one (withsinglecoilwinding
along the Z-axis). The cores were made out of
a compound withsuperiornoise pro erties.
Drive electronics for the cores and t e readout electronics were
implemented
on two
off-the-shelf
PCBs (Figure 5). Commercial
electronic components were used.

K

Applied
Physics
Systems
(Mountain
View,
CA) under a contract from JPL developed this
miniaturized
3-axis
fluxgate
magnetometer
with the characteristics found in Table 1.
Temperature dependence of the magnetometer
drift
and
scale
factor was
of
concern. A
thermalanalysisofnear-final
FFM package
IR heatinon
was done. WeassumedEarth
the F!FM antenna and the FFM shell cylincfrical

- Maximum signal:
+/- 60,000 nT
-Orthogonality range (typical): 1 - 3 degree (+-OS degree error)
- Sensitivity:
2.0 V / 60000 nT
-Magnetic noise level (typical): <0.06nT rms/sqrt(Hz) at 1 Hz, l/f below 1 Hz
-Frequency response (typical): DC to 100 Hz (3 dB)
- Linearity:
<O. 1?6 FS
-Temperature coefficient:
Strong tem erature dependencies
(is modifie with proper thermal packaging)
- Drift (typical):
I <20nT/20min.

a
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minimizedwhenmeasurementsofmagnetic
field variations are of interest.

acquisition/transmission were
cycle
and
deployed from the payload(See Fig. 4).

A typical FFM magnetometernoisepower
with the FFh4
spectrum (while
integrated
analog
and
digital
boards
but prior to
integration with the FFM transmitter and
batteries) wasmeasured to be approximately
0.2/f + 0.02 nT* / Hz. This corresponds to a
standard deviation of -1.2 nT over
the
frequency
band
of
interest. Detailed FFM
magnetometer noise data will be reported in
future publications.

FFM Transmitter & Antenna
The FFM transmitter wascomposedof
a
modulator,
and
RF
frequency s nthesizer,
amplifier. T e frequency synthesizer used the
referenceprovided
by the FFMs
thecarrierfreuency
(2235was sentto the Q modulator
that produced the Bi-Phase Shift Key (BPSK)
signal.Thissignalwassent
to the two-sta e
amlifierandwasamplified
to morethan $0
m and fed to the antenna.

h

5

VE:

FFM IR Command Receiver

Thesingle-atchantennaon
a 2 mm thick
substrate ( “6.060
Ro ers Corp.) was
desi ned and built by Micro ulse, Inc. [6] for
project. A stripline hybrid was used
the
for the antenna feedthat was implemented ona
FR-4 substrate. Two probes connected the
hybrid feed to approprlate locations on the
patch.

5

External control of the FFM was accomplished
through an IR command receiver that received
IR signalsnotunlike
those used in a TV
remote control from either the Enstrophy
payload or FF” GSE.Commands to power
on or off the FFMs and to enter into the test or
flight modes were communicated to each FFM
through thisinterface.Thisinterfacescheme
was chosen to minimize the complexity of the
FFM release mechanism, as there are no wires
to cut during release.Onedrawback
ofthis
design is that the receiver is always consuming
ower, (< 30 pA from 7 Volt battery) which
imitsthe FFM shelflife once thebattery is
connected to -1.5 months.

h

5

FFM Sun Sensors
The FFM prototype sun sensor was designed
and tested at the US Army Research
Laboratory [8]. Flight units were manufactured
at JPL using non-magnetic materials and metal
coatings. The FFM sun sensor hadoverall
dimensionsof
15.0 x 15.0 x 5.0 mm and
utilized a new design of an optical slit with an
obstructivepillar,smoothlycurvedreflectors
andlightabsorbingridges,and
a miniature
silicon
solar
cell.
The sensor acted as a
voltagekurrent source under incident light and
thus
did
not
need
external
power. The
geometry and construction of the sun sensor is
atent pending by personnel of the U.S. Army
fiesearch Laboratory. Two sun sensors were
integratedwith each FFM unit.Theywere
of the FFM
mountedonthecylindricalwall
1800 apart looking radially outward withone
sun sensor tilted by 30”. Combination of two
sunsensorsprovidedadditionalinformation
about the FFM angular motion.

P

A total of 4 commandsweredistinguishable
which were “Test”, “Power On”,“Flight”,
“Power Off’ in addition to a “Reset” pulse.
The “Test” mode was used for nightly vertical
test of FFMs while stillinsidethe
rocket.
During this mode, each FFM measured about
100 framesof data andtransmittedthe data
back to the main antenna at Poker Flat. This
was accomplished via a pick-up antenna inside
the rocket that in turn carried the sinal to
another antenna at the skin of the roc et for
transmission. Each FFM was
automatically
turned-off after the “Test” sequence but could
have also been forced off at any time with the
“Power Off’ command. The FFM power was
turned on right before lift-off of the rocket by
the “Power On”command. At thispointthe
FFMs transmitted carrierwhichwasused
to
verify
that
the
FFMs were powered.
A proximately 100 seconds into the flight, the
‘Y%ght” command followed by a “Reset” pulse
weresent to the FFMs. The “Reset” pulse
zeroed the clocks onboard all the FFMs. The
“Reset” pulse orininated from the 1 pulse-persecond out ut o? a GPSreceiver.Afterthe
“Reset” puf5e. the FFMs entered their data

a

FFM Laser Beacon
One of the biggest technical problems
for the
Enstrophymissionwasthatofdetermining
FFM attitude night.
at The
sun-sensors
provided a good solution when the sun was in
viewof FFMs. EFM attitude determination at
night was facilitated by using a laser diode with
FFM, and
line-generator optics on
each
corresponding
photon-multiplying
linear
4
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receiversonthe
rocket. This setup allowed
the orientation of the FFM to the rocket to be
determined.

graphitecompositeshell.Itallowedpassage
of wires and coaxial cables through cuts on Its
edge. Themagnetometer was placed in the
middleof
a lithogra hicmaterial(“science
F
on the top of the
cup”) and was glued C lrectly
digital board. Cavities inside the “science cu
”
mechanically su orted the sun sensors and t e
so additionalcavitieshoused
laserbeacon.
TCXOboxand
three shielded compartments
of the RF transmitter. Four batteries and four
(4) wedges
were
tucked in between
the
“science cup” andtheshell.Openin
s were
coaxial
allowed for the passage of all wires an
cables. The final stages of the RF transmitter
were
placed
near
the
top board of
the
magnetometerandunder
the antenna. The
antennawasfastened
to the“science cup”
insertsfromthe top. A double-sided copper
tape wrapped along the edges of the antenna
joinedtheantenna
to theinnerwalls
of the
graphitecompositeshell.
It shieldedinternal
RF circuitry and cables from antenna radiation
spillover.The FFM flightunits were vibrated
to the fli ht acceptance levels at JPL prior to
final de wery.
Then
FFM units
were
dynamically spin balanced and mass imbalances
were corrected by added weights.

The commercial laser on each FFM had an 85O
fan shaped beam with the
laser
beam
divergence of -0.3 mrad. The 670 nm diode
laserhad <3 mW total power when powered
with a 5V su ply. Each receiver on the rocket
had a field o view of -60” in the rocket’s spin
plane and -100 in the perpendicular direction.
A large area avalanche photodiode was used to
detect the beam.

F

f

FFM Mechanical Packaging
Figure-3 depicts detailsof
FFM packaging
design. A shell was constructed out of graphite
fiber composite material with openings for the
sun sensors, beacon,
laser
and
IR
photodetector. The IR detector was mounted
on the analog board viewing outward along the
FFM spin axis. Two sun sensors and the laser
beacon
viewed
radially
outward. A single
sideddigitalboardwasmounteddirectlyon
top of the analog board separated by spacers.
The digitalboardsaton
a ledgewithinthe

P
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Figure-3 FFM hlechanical Configuration (Exploded View)
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the pa load electronics incase the FFMs were
reset uring the first stage burn. Once the final
stage had
burnt
out the FFMs were time
GPS receiver
synchronizedusintheonboard
andwererelease cf 37 seconds later. Atthis
point in the flight the payload was spinning at
-6 Hzandatan
altitude of -300 km. Once

cy

FFM Ejection Mechanism
Designoftheejectionmechanismwasbased
on roll (no slip) motion of each FFM within its
individual spiral-shaped tract. The EFMs were
originallyheld in therocket with a springloaded sto per. Soon afterthe sto perwas
removed romthepaths,the
FFM! started
rollingunderthecombinedeffectofCoriolis
andcentrifugal force. Asshown in Figure-4,
two EFMs were stowed betweentwotrays
stacked perpendicular to the axis of the rocket
and left the rocket exactly on the o osite ends
s were
of its diameter. The other two h
in separate trays with
keptrightabovethem
theirexitopenings
rotated 90 degrees with
respect to the lower trays.

P
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THEMISSION
A three-stage Black Brant- 10 sub-orbital
rocket (Terrier, Black Brant - 5C, Nihka) was
used in the Enstrophy Mission. The rocket was
launched from the Poker Flat, Alaska range at
about 10:45 PM local time on 2/10/99 (06:45
on 2/11/99 UTC) and reached altitude of 1070
km.

1 1 Despin
Is' FFM Transmission
2"d FFM Transmission

Table-2 describes the timeline of events for the
FFMs duringthe Enstrophy Mission.Thirty
seconds prior to launch the FFMs were turned
by sendin a
on
and
set to flight
mode
command to the payload electronics w ich
relayed the commands to the FFMs via their IR
receivers.
Nine
seconds after
launch
these
commands were automatically issued again by

I

i?

1

1

400.0 j
700.0

1

I

Table-2
Events
Mission
FFM

-

released the FFMs spun up to 17 Hz and left
the rocket with a relative velocity of -3 d s .
1

Payload Layout
Top View

i

Figure-4 Enstrophy Configuration figure with FFMs
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Figure-5 Flight data from FFM #. Note time is referenced since time synch at T+100 sec

CONCLUSION

The FFMs begantaking data once the time
synch
pulse
("reset")
was
received.
Five
minutes after the FFMs receivedthesynch
ulse the FFMs downlinkedthe data to the
boker Flats ground station. This cycle of data
collection/ transmission was repeated every 5
minutes throughout the flight.

The successful flight of theFFMs has validated
that the sensorcraft concept can be applied to a
scientific
problem.
addition
In
to
demonstrating the sensorcraft concept the

Data was received from all four FFMs during
the firsttransmission.Duringthesecond
and
thirdtransmissions data from 3 three ofthe
FFMs were received.The
fourth FFM had
lowerthannominalsignal
strength andthe
Poker Flats Ground system was unable to lock
on to receive
the
data. JPL is currently
working with the raw data to see if the final 2
transmissions can be salvaged.
Figure-5 shows a gra h of the magnetometer
Ms. This graph shows
data from one of the
the passage of the FFM through an auroral arc.

&

I

Figure-6 FFM Family Portrait
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[SI Cardinal Components, Inc., 155 Route 46
West, Wayne, New Jersey07470.

EFMs demonstrated severalkeytechnologies
that will be required for future applications of
this concept.

[6]MicroPulse, Inc., 409 Calle San Pablo,
Camarillo, CA 930 12.

Currently there are studie:d under way
ex loring the future useof a 2 generation of
like sensor crafts.

&

171 EaglePicher
Industries, Inc., C&Porter
Streets, Joplin, MO 64804.
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